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When motion aftereffects (MAE@ are measured by adapting to a drifting plaid (simuitan~us
adaptation) or by adapting to the plaid’s component gratings in alternation (alternating adaptation),
it has been shown that the velocity and duration of the MAE are smaller in the latter case [Wenderoth,
P., Bray, R. & Johnstone, S. (1988) Perception, 27,81-91; Burke, D. % Wenderoth, P. (1993) Vision
Reseudt, 33, 351-3591. However, Burke and Wenderoth additionally reported that the directions of
MAEs induced by ~rn~ta~~
and aiternating adaptation were identical, an apparent inconsistency
if the differences in duration and velocity were due to the presence of “blobs” at the component grating
intersects in the simultaneous case. Presumably, the direction of the “blobs” should also affect
perceived plaid direction during adaptation and, hence, the MAE direction. In five experiments, we
have measured both perceived adapting plaid and MAE direction, tested with both altema~g and
simultaneous adaptation, measured interocufar transfer of plaid-induced MAEs and obtained MAE
and plaid direction judgments under monocular and binocular viewing conditions. AU of the data
indicate that there is a blob tracking mechanism which is preferentially stimulated by plaids whose
corn~~nt gratings have higb spatial frequency, low temporal fluency and high eontrast. Differences
between simultaneous and alternating adaptation emerge only when more optimal blobs are used, thus
accounting for Burke and Wenderoth’s failure to find a difference. The data also support Burke and
Wenderoth’s claim that the blob tracking mechanism is monocular: alternating and simultaneous
adaptation produce identical MAEs under inter~ular transfer conditions, even using plaids with more
optimal blobs. We also report the unexpected finding that plaids with more- and less-optimal blobs
appear to drift in directions 200 apart yet their aftereffects differ in direction by only 3-5O. That is,
more optimal blob plaidr+compared with less optimal blob plaids-change both perceived plaid
direction during adaptation and subsequent perceived MAE direction but the latter change is much
more modest. Possible explanations of this dissociation are considered.
Plaid Motion

Aftereffect Two-dimensional motion

~N~ODU~ON
Despite the fact that the plaid represented in Fig. l(A)
actually consists of two superimposed component sine
waves drifting obliquely in the directions 225” (component 1) and 315” (component 2), these component
motions cannot be seen if the gratings are identical (or
very similar) in stimulus properties such as contrast,
velocity, spatial frequency and colour (Movshon,
Adelson, Gizzi & Newsome, 1985; Krauskopf & Farell,
1990; Smith, 1992). Rather, observers report that the
pattern appears to be drifting coherently in the direction
270” (i.e. straight down) as indicated by the arrow
labelled “plaid”.
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Plaids whose component gratings drift in directions
either side of the plaid’s direction, such as that in
Fig. 1(A), have been termed Type I plaids by Ferrera and
Wilson (1987, 1990) whereas plaids whose component
gratings both drift to the same side of the plaid’s direction
were termed Type II plaids [Fig. 1(B)]. In the case of Type
I plaids, the areas where the component gratings overlap
form roughly circular light and dark “blobs” [Fig. l(A)]
but these blobs are elongated in Type II plaids [Fig. l(B)],
and the degree of elongation depends upon the angular
separation of the components. When the component
gratings of a Type II plaid have a relatively high spatial
frequency, second order “beats” (or contrast fringes)
orthogonal to the blobs also increase in spatial frequency
and become more obvious [Fig. l(C)].
There is considerable controversy in the literature
concerning the mechanism by which the visual system
computes the direction of coherent plaid motion because
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there are several possibilities. Adelson and Movshon
(1982) suggested two kinds of model to account for the
perceived coherent motion of a plaid. The first model
proposed that perceived plaid motion is determined by
the motion of the blobs. The second proposed that
whereas each of the component 1D gratings can only be
seen to move orthogonally to its o~entation, a “line of
constraint” parallel to its orientation defines the direction and speed (vector length) of all possible motions
consistent with that percept (Fennema & Thompson,
1979; Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al., 1985).
Thus, because the two component gratings differ in
orientation, their two lines of constraint must intersect
in velocity space to define a unique speed and direction
of the 2D pattern motion. This model proposed that
component ID motion analyser signals are combined at
a second stage to extract the “intersection of constraints” (IOC) solution. For example, the thin grey
vectors C, and C, in Fig. 2 represent a pair of gratings
and their lines of constraint, C, R and C, R, intersect at
R. Thus, this Type IT plaid will move straight up in the
direction OR, according to the IOC rule. Adeison and
Movshon (1982) summarily dismissed the blob hypothesis on the grounds that 1D dynamic random noise
disrupted plaid coherence more when oriented parallel to
one of the components than when it was oriented
orthogonal to the blob (i.e. plaid) drift direction. However, this result merely shows that the IOC mechanism
plays a role in perceived plaid direction, not that it is the
sole mechanism and not that the blob process is not
involved. Indeed, it seems at least possible that random
noise at any orientation might disrupt blob tracking
about equally.
Furthermore, the IOC account of perceived plaid
direction cannot be entirely correct because Type II
plaids generally appear to drift in a direction closer to
their component directions than the IOC rule predicts,
for example more like OP than OR in Fig. 2. A third
possible explanation of perceived plaid direction, then, is
a modification of the IOC rule, suggested by Burke and
Wenderoth (1993a). They presented evidence that components close together in orientation and drift direction,
such as C, and C,, are coded as if there is repulsion
between their directions so that the extracted or coded
component motions are given by C,, and C,, whose
orthogonal constraint lines (dashed) intersect at P.
A fourth possibility is that the perceived plaid direction is given by some kind of averaging of the two
component directions and the direction of the blobs.
Whatever the shape of the blobs, their true direction of
motion must be the calculated IOC direction, because
they are part of the plaid, not its components. Thus, in
Fig. 2, a perceived plaid direction of OP could be
regarded as some kind of average of the blob direction
OR and the component directions C, and Cz.
Although several reports have provided evidence for
the involvement of a blob tracking mechanism in plaid
perception (e.g. Gorea & Lorenceau, 199 I ; Derrington &
Badcock, 1992), one paradigm which seems particularly
suited to the investigation of this issue is that in which
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motion aftereffects (MAEs) are induced by adapting
either to a drifting plaid with simultaneously presented
component gratings or by adapting to the same plaid
components but in alternation (Wenderoth et ul., 1988).
In the latter condition, the same component grating
orientations and motion directions are presented as in

FIGURE
1. (A) A symmetrical
type-1 plaid showing the component
directions and the resultant plaid direction. (B) A type-II plaid with the
same resultant direction and component
spatial frequency as in (A).
Note the elongated
blobs caused by the small angle of component
separation.
(C) A type-II plaid with the same component configuration
as (B) but three times the spatial frequency. Note the contrast fringes
(“beats”), orthogonal
to blob elongation,
which are clearly visible with
higher spatial frequencies.
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0
FIGURE 2. Burke and Wenderoth (1993a) modified the IOC model
to include coded component motion, since small angles of component
drift separation are coded as being further apart than their real
motions. The grey vectors represent the real component motions and
the black vectors show their coded direction, with OP the new
resultant.

the simultaneous case; but no blobs are present to adapt
any putative blob tracking mechanism. Using this technique, both Wenderoth et al. (1988), who measured
MAE velocity, and Burke and Wenderoth (1993b), who
measured MAE duration, found that MAEs were larger
following simultaneous than alternating adaptation,
which could be interpreted as the failure to adapt the
blob tracking mechanism in the alternating case. Other
possible interpretations
could also be made. For
example, it might be argued that alternation allows the
effects of adaptation by one component to decay while
the other component is being presented. However, we
ran an experiment in which alternation rate varied from
1 to 30 set and we included simultaneous adaptations of
30 and 60 sec. In that study, the alternating MAE
increased linearly, but modestly, as a function of the
durations of the component adaptations but both of the
simultaneous MAEs were greater than those induced by
any alternating condition. The linear increase indicates
that decreasing the alternation rate causes MAEs to
build up faster than they decay. Subjects also indicated
the direction of the MAE which was always judged to be
opposite true plaid (or average component) direction
except in the 30 set alternating condition where the
perceived direction was opposite the last component
presented, indicating that only in that extreme case was
the effect of the penultimate adaptation overridden by
the final adapting condition. These data suggested to us
that there is a fundamental difference between simultaneous and alternating adaptation which is independent
of alternation rate. In addition, consistent with the
suggestion of Derrington and Badcock (1992) that the
blob mechanism might be low level and perhaps monocular, Burke and Wenderoth (1993b) found that when
plaid-induced MAEs were induced in one eye but tested

in the other, these interocularly-transfered
(IOT) MAEs
showed no difference between simultaneous and alternating adaptation. This result would not have occurred
if the key difference between simultaneous and alternating adaptation had to do with differential MAE decay or
build up under the two adaptation regimes.
However, one result reported by Burke and Wenderoth (1993b) appears to raise difficulties for the idea
that plaid perception is partly determined by a blob
tracking process. Wenderoth et al. (1988) used MAE
velocity to measure MAE magnitude and, in repeating
their finding that simultaneous adaptation produced
larger MAEs, Burke and Wenderoth (1993b) measured
MAE duration. Yet in their Experiment 2 Burke and
Wenderoth (1993b) measured MAE direction after both
simultaneous and alternating adaptation and the obtained MAE direction was found to be opposite the
direction of perceived plaid drift during adaptation in
both the simultaneous and alternating adaptation conditions. This would suggest the somewhat surprising
conclusion that the blob tracking mechanism is involved
in coding MAE velocity and duration but is not involved
in coding MAE direction. We decided to attempt to
repeat Burke and Wenderoth’s finding that perceived
MAE directions were the same for Type II plaids under
alternating and simultaneous conditions, with some
differences in stimulus parameters which we considered
might enhance the possibility of finding a simultaneous/alternating difference, if one were to exist.
The five experiments reported here fall into two
groups. Experiments l-3 were exploratory and led to the
hypothesis that only plaids with what we term “optimal
blobs” produce differences between MAEs induced by
simultaneous and alternating component adaptation.
Then Experiments 4 and 5 test precise predictions of that
hypothesis.
EXPERIMENT

1

The purpose of Experiment 1 was simply to measure
the perceived MAE direction following simultaneous
and successive adaptation to Type II plaid components
but we also included a Type I plaid control condition in
which it is known that the adapting plaid direction is
perceived veridically and the MAE is directly opposite
that perceived adapting direction. The major difference
between the Type II plaid used by Burke and Wenderoth
(1993b) and that used here was that we selected a more
extreme Type II plaid, that is, one in which the component directions differed much more from the true plaid
direction. Thus, whereas Burke and Wenderoth used
components drifting in the 225” and 240” (for a plaid
direction of 270”) Experiment 1 used components drifting 210” and 225” (also for a plaid direction of 270”). We
reasoned that this more extreme difference might provide
a better chance of detecting any difference between MAE
direction following simultaneous and alternating adaptation. That is, it seemed conceivable that plaid direction
is determined by some average, not necessarily linear, of
component direction and blob direction. If so, it seemed
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possible that when the component grating directions are
further from blob direction, differences between alternating and simultaneous adaptation might be more likely to
occur because the difference between the average component direction alone and the average of the components and the blob directions will be greater.

I plaid, both components had a velocity ot’ I deg;sec; the
velocities of the Type II plaid components were 0.7 1 and
1 deg/sec, respectively, so that both plaids had velocities
of 1.4 deg/sec.

Method

The experiment varied adaptation mode and plaid
type in a 2 x 2 factorial design. Subjects were tested in
all 4 conditions (alternating and simultaneous adaptation x type-1 and type-11 plaid), with 3 replicated
measures in each condition. Subjects were instructed to
maintain fixation on a small black fixation mark at the
center of the screen whenever any test or inducing
stimulus was presented. Viewing was binocular. At the
start of a trial, and between them, the screen was a
blank, homogeneous dark field. The inducing period was
30 set for simultaneous adaptation and 60 set, 30 set
with each component grating, for the alternating conditions with 10 set alternations from one component
to the other. This ensured that the total adaptation time
for each component was identical in both the alternating
and simultaneous conditi0ns.t
After the induction
period. a test pattern (always the stationary resultant
plaid) immediately appeared and the subject was required to judge the direction of MAE using a 360
protractor set up between the monitor and the viewing
mask so that it could be easily and smoothly rotated
under the subject’s control. The protractor was not
visible to the subject but a pointer mounted rigidly on
it protruded 10 mm into the visible field. The subject
rotated the protractor which moved the pointer to
indicate the direction of the MAE. Within a condition,
the pointer had a different starting position for each of
the three trials; either 60”, 90’ or 120”. Subjects had as
many practice trials (without MAEs) as they needed to
ensure they were certain of the task required of them and
had confidence in their judgements, which generaily
required as few as 3-5 practice trials. No subject requested more than 7 trials. There was a rest period of
60 set between trials, which pilot studies indicated was
sufficient to avoid cumulative carry-over of MAEs from
one condition to the next. The 12 trials were presented
in random order.

Apparatus

Stimulus displays were generated by a Macintosh IIci
computer and displayed on a single 33 cm AppleColor
High Resolution RGB monitor. Frame rate was
66.67 Hz, display resolution was 640 x 480 pixels and
each pixel was 0.37 mm2. Drifting plaid stimuli were
created by allocating alternate pixels on each raster scan
line to one or the other component gratings by assigning
one 127 gray level color lookup table (CLUT) to the
even pixels and a second, independent CLUT to the odd
pixels. Alternate horizontal scan lines of pixels were
shifted one pixel out-of-phase so that the two gratings
were effectively assigned to pixels arranged in the pattern
of either the light or the dark squares of a checkerboard.
Other methods of spatially interleaving the two gratings
were available (e.g. no phase shifting so that one grating
occupied all odd pixels). However, these alternatives
were less satisfactory because the intersections of light
and dark bars were then represented by light and dark
continuous lines of pixels rather than by alternating light
and dark single pixels, That is, the spatial interleaving
was least obvious using the checkerboard array.
The computer screen was viewed through the viewing
mask of a modified tachistoscope device which restricted
the subject’s vision to the screen.
S~imuIi

Stimuli were presented in a computer generated circular aperture which had a 6” diameter at the viewing
distance of 78 cm. The maximum light bar luminance
(L,,,) and the minimum dark bar luminance (L,;,) were,
respectively, 36.7 and 26.9 cd/m2, so that Michelson
contrast, defined as [L,,, - L,i,]//&,
+ L,in] was 0.15
for each grating component and 0.30 for the plaid.*
Spatial frequency of all component
gratings was
2.0 c/deg and all were sine wave gratings.
The test stimulus was always a plaid composed of both
of the adapting components. Using the convention that
left horizontal is O”, the component drift directions (and
drift separations) used were: 225” and 3 15” (90”), for the
Type I plaid and 210” and 225” (15’) for the Type II
plaid so that the true drift directions of the two plaids
was always straight down (270”). In the case of the Type
*Plaid iuminances were strictly not double grating luminances because
the two gratings of the plaid occupied spatially discrete pixels.
However, given that each pixel subtended less than 0.02 visual
angle, spatial summation of luminance would have effectively made
plaid contrast double that of grating contrast. The choice of such
a Low plaid contrast in the first experiment was fortuitous and
resulted from parameters used in a prior, semi-related experiment.
j-The order of the component alternations was not randomised.

Subjects

There were 8 subjects, relatively experienced psychophysical observers from an advanced undergraduate
course who completed the experiment as part of their
course project. Subjects were either emmetropic or wore
corrective lenses.

Results
The mean perceived MAE directions are shown in
Fig. 3. As expected, the mean MAE directions in the
control Type I plaid conditions, 88.94” (simultaneous)
and 89.5” (alternating) were not significantly different
from 90”, directly opposite the adapting direction. The

DRIFTING

experiments is the spatial frequency of the component
gratings which was 2 c/deg in this experiment and
0.46 c/deg the Burke and Wenderoth (1993b). A third
difference was in the component grating contrasts which
were, respectively, 0.15 and 0.98. Experiment 2 was
designed to examine the effect of these variables on the
directions of MAEs induced by Type II plaids, using
plaids with component directions similar to those of
Experiment 1 and similar to those used by Burke and
Wenderoth.
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SIMULTANEOUS

0 ALTERNATING
TYPE

EXPERIMENT2
TYPE

I

II

TYPE OF PLAID
FIGURE 3. Judged MAE direction for type-1 and type-II plaids
induced by simultaneous and alternating adaptation. Experiment 1.
Error bars (for all graphs) are f 1 SE. The dashed line is directly
opposite the real inducing motion (270”) which was straight down.

respective obtained I values were 1.66 and 0.97, with
&,&8) = 2.306 and P > 0.05 in both cases.
A simple subjects by treatments analysis of variance
showed that whereas the Type I means were not different
from each other, F(l,21) = 0.131 and P = 0.72, the Type
II plaid means were different, F(l,21) = 88.245 and
P = 0.0001. The overall means for Type I and Type II
plaids were also different, with F( I,2 1j = 1136.143 and
P < 0.0001.
Discussion

The significant difference in direction between MAEs
produced by alternate and simultaneous adaptation with
Type II plaids is at odds with the findings of Burke and
Wenderoth (1993a), who found no difference, but is
consistent with the hypothesis that there is a blob
tracking mechanism which contributes to the MAE.
Thus, in the simultaneous condition, where blobs exist
and move in the true plaid direction, the MAE was
judged to move closer to 90” (59.45”) than in the
alternating case (44.84”). If it is assumed, for the moment, that the MAE moves directionally opposite to the
perceived adapting direction, as Burke and Wenderoth
(1993b) found, then it can be inferred that the simultaneous plaid was seen to drift in the direction 239.45”
and the efictive perceived direction of the alternating
plaid can be inferred to have been 224.84”.*
Explanations of this result may lie in the different
parameters used in this experiment and that of Burke
and Wenderoth. One possible explanation already mentioned, is the difference in the angles of component drift
between the type-II plaid Burke and Wenderoth (1993b)
used and the one used here. In their experiment, the true
drift direction and the mean component direction
differed by 37.5” whereas in this experiment this difference was 52.5”. Another difference between the two
*The term effective is used because the alternating components do not
actuafly have a single drift direction.

Two plaids were used to induce MAEs in this experiment. One was identical to that in Experiment 1
(210”,225” component drift directions) and the other was
essentially the same as that used by Burke and Wenderoth (1993b) except that the components in this experiment had different absolute orientations and drifted
down rather than up (225”,240”), so that all plaids in this
experiment drifted straight down. The temporal frequencies of the components of the first plaid were 1.4 and
2 Hz while those of the second plaid were 2 and 2.4 Hz.
Because this was an exploratory experiment and it was
not possible to examine all levels of all variables of
interest, some arbitrary decisions were made. Thus, we
decided to use only low spatial frequency components of
0.5 cfdeg, 2 octaves below the frequency used in Experiment 1 but similar to that used by Burke and Wenderoth (0.46c/deg). Two levels of component contrast
were used for each plaid, 0.15 as in Experiment 1, and
0.99 (with maximum and minimum luminances of 62.8
and 0.4cd/m2). One reason for including contrast as a
variable is that Yo and Wilson (1992) reported that the
perceived direction of Type II plaids, which ramped in
contrast, changed from the vector sum direction to more
like the IOC direction, as contrast increased. It therefore
seemed possible that perceived plaid direction and therefore MAE direction, might be partly determined by plaid
contrast.
Thus, in this experiment, MAEs were induced under
8 conditions given by the factorial combination of two
plaid types x two contrast levels x alternating/simultaneous adaptation.
Methods and Procedures

Ten subjects, drawn from the same population as
those in Experiment 1, were tested under all 8 conditions,
with a different random order for each subject. As
before, three measures were taken under each condition
and averaged. Unlike Experiment 1, subjects not only
indicated the perceived direction of the MAE following
adaptation but were also required to indicate the perceived plaid direction during adaptation (although this
was obviously done only in the simultaneous adaptation
conditions where there was a perceived plaid direction).
The perceived plaid direction was indicated in the same
way as was the MAE direction, and this in turn was done
using the same pointer arrangement as in Experiment 1,
Once more, as many practice trials as required were
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I. Perceived

MAE

210,,225‘
Simultaneous

directions

ALAIS

C/ t/l.

(in degrees) and standard
Experiment
2

Plaid
Simultaneous

Low
contrast

High
contrast

Low
contrast

-High
contrast

51.55”
(2.91)

46.13’
(1.75)

45.21

44.88
(1.10)

55.10
(1.52)

(1.44)

given with no subject requesting more than 5. All other
aspects of procedure were as in Experiment 1.
Results

Mean MAE directions for all conditions are shown in
Table 1. It has been demonstrated that Type II plaids
appear to drift more in the direction of their component
gratings than in their true drift direction (e.g. Ferrera &
Wilson, 1990; Burke & Wenderoth, 1993a, b) and, to the
extent that inducing drift direction determines MAE
direction, this accounts for the approximately 7” difference in average MAE direction for the two plaids. Thus,
the 210”,225” plaid has components which drift in
directions more different from straight down than does
the 225”,240” plaid; consequently the former plaid itself
probably appears to drift further away from 270”; hence
its MAE appears to drift further from 90”, as the means
in Table 1 show.
Simple subjects by treatments analyses of variance
with planned contrasts were conducted on the data for
each plaid separately. In the case of the 210”,225” plaid,
the MAE directions for the low and high contrast
alternating adaptation conditions were not different,
with F( 1,27) = 0.16 and P > 0.05. Contrast did have a
significant effect on the MAE direction induced by the
simultaneous version of this plaid, F(1,27) = 4.35 and
P -C 0.05, such that the higher contrast MAE appeared
to drift closer to 90” than the low contrast one. Also, the
significant difference between MAEs induced by simultaneous and alternating components was obtained once
more, with F(1,27) = 4.27 and P < 0.05.
In the case of the 225”,240” plaid, the first two of these
contrasts were not significant, with F (1,27) = 1.06 and
0.51 and P > 0.05 in both cases, but now, even with this
plaid similar to that used by Burke and Wenderoth
(1993b), the MAE directions induced by simultaneous
and alternating components were different, F( 1,27) =
4.63 and P -C 0.05.

2. Perceived

Plaid direction
High
contrast
48.15”
(3.33)

Plaid

210”,225”
- 180”

Low
contrast
45.73 (1.74)

(in brackets)

225 ,240
Alternating

High
contrast

TABLE

errors

_

in

Plaid
Alternating

Low
contrast

High
contrast

Low
contrast

56.55
(1.63)

51.68’
(1.28)

53.78
(1.07)

Now consider a comparison between the estimates of
simultaneous plaid direction early in adaptation and
MAE direction. The data are shown in Table 2 where the
MAE data are the same as those for the simultaneous
MAEs in Table 1; and the data for plaid direction are
actually the mean perceived plaid directions minus 180”.
As a result, identical plaid and MAE means here would
indicate MAE directions exactly opposite perceived
plaid direction.
Analyses identical to those above for Table 1 indicated
only one new significant difference in these data (apart
from the trivial untested overall difference, once again,
between the two kinds of plaid): for the 210”,225” plaid,
the perceived plaid direction differed under high and low
contrast conditions, with F(1,27) = 4.66 and P < 0.05,
with the higher contrast plaid appearing to drift closer
to its true direction.

In this experiment, we obtained initial evidence of
effects which later became more significant and which
were then better understood. In brief, the data in
Tables 1 and 2 suggested that, when adaptation is
simultaneous, higher contrast plaids both appear to drift
more veridically than do lower contrast plaids and that
they induce MAEs which drift closer to 90”, opposite the
true adapting direction, than do lower contrast plaids.
Because this only occurred with simultaneous adaptation, where plaid blobs are present, this seemed to
provide some evidence for the contribution of a blob
tracking mechanism to both perceived plaid direction
and MAE direction, with higher contrast blobs biassing
plaid judgements more in the direction of true plaid and
blob direction. That is, we propose that higher contrast
blobs stimulate the blob tracking mechanism sufficiently
effectively to override any effects of component interactions postulated by Burke and Wenderoth (1993a),
thus reducing plaid direction misperception.

direction (- 180”) and perceived MAE direction,
brackets, obtained in Experiment
2
Plaid
MAE direction

obtained

Plaid direction

225”,240”
- 180”

with standard

errors

Plaid
MAE direction

High
contrast

Low
contrast

High
contrast

Low
contrast

High
contrast

Low
contrast

51.55’
(2.91)

46.13’
(1.75)

53.95’
(2.01)

55.74
(1.38)

55.10.
(1.52)

56.55
(1.63)

in
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The results of Experiment 2 led us to the hypothesis
that not only is there a blob tracking mechanism which
contributes to the perceived direction of both drifting
plaids and the MAEs they induce, but that there are
certain values of stimulus parameters which enhance the
contribution
of this blob tracking mechanism. For
example, Experiment 2 suggested that Type II plaids,
which normally appear to drift in the direction of their
component grating drifts, do so less when they are higher
in contrast. Experiment 3 was designed to examine the
effects of other stimulus variables on perceived Type II
plaid and MAE direction. The aim was to specify
stimulus parameter values which would relatively optimally stimulate the putative blob tracking mechanism
(henceforth “optimal blobs”).*
One obvious variable to examine seemed to be spatial
frequency: much larger differences in MAE direction
between simultaneous and alternating plaid MAEs were
obtained in Experiment 1 than Experiment 2 and in these
experiments the spatial frequencies used were 2 and
0.5 c/deg, respectively. Thus, it seemed possible that
optimal blobs might require higher spatial frequency
component gratings. Figure l(B) and (C) demonstrate
that higher spatial frequency components result in
greater blob density and smaller blob size. It seemed
entirely reasonable that either of these factors (or both)
might affect perceived plaid direction. The other variable
we examined in this experiment was temporal frequency
of the component gratings, to ensure that any apparent
effect of spatial frequency was not in fact a temporal
frequency effect.
Methods

All aspects of method were as in earlier experiments
and there were eight subjects from the same population
as before. All plaids used were Type II and had component drift directions the same as the plaid used by
Burke and Wenderoth (1993b), namely 225” and 240”,
and all truly drifted in the direction 270”, as before. Half
the adapting trials used alternating plaid components, as
previously, and half used simultaneous adaptation. Plaid
components had spatial frequencies of either 1 or
3 c/deg.
In both the alternating and simultaneous adapting
conditions, plaid components had either low or high
spatial frequency and low or high temporal frequency.
Thus, there were 4 different simultaneous plaid velocities: 1.8 deg/sec (low spatial and temporal frequency),
6.3 deg/sec (low spatial, high temporal frequency),
0.5 deg/sec (low temporal, high spatial frequency) and
1.75 deg/sec (both high). The averages of the component
temporal frequencies in these four conditions were 1.42,
4.96, 1.18 and 4.13 Hz, which meant that the second and
fourth condition had average temporal frequencies 3.5
*Because we were seeking Type II plaids which differed quite markedly
in their degree of blob optimality
but did not actually carry out a
full parametric study, the term “optimal” and “non-optimal”
blobs
are actually shorthand
for relatively more- and less-optimal.

(A)

LOW

HIGH

TEMPORAL

FREQUENCY

65

(81
:

.

ALTERNATING

INDUCTION
FIGURE
frequency

SIMULTANEOUS

MODE

4. Main effects of inducing
plaid component
(A) and induction
mode (B) on judged MAE
,Experiment 3.

temporal
direction,

times higher than the first and third. That is, low and
high temporal frequency conditions were defined by the
average component temporal frequencies. The experiment thus had 8 conditions under which each subject
was tested with random ordering of conditions: alternating versus simultaneous adaptation x low or high spatial
frequency x low or high temporal frequency. As in
Experiment 2, subjects were required to judge the direction of plaid drift at the beginning of adaptation as well
as the MAE direction following adaptation.
Results

The MAE data are shown in Figs 4 and 5. A 3-way
analysis of variance indicated that the main effects of
temporal frequency and alternating/simultaneous
adaptation were significant, with F(l,49) = 9.55, P < 0.005
and F(l,49) = 34.40, P < 0.0005, respectively. These
main effects are shown in Fig. 4. The main effect
of spatial frequency
was not significant,
with
F(1,49) = 0.016 and P = 0.9. Although the interaction
between spatial and temporal frequency was not significant [F(1,49) = 0.32 and P = 0.571 both temporal and
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spatial frequency interacted significantly with alternating/simultaneous
adaptation,
with F( 1,49) = 10.63,
P < 0.005 and F(l,49) = 12.55, P < 0.001. These two
interactions are shown in Fig. 5.
An additional analysis of variance was carried out on
the simultaneous adaptation data only but here the
alternating~simultaneous
factor was replaced with
another factor, plaid direction (judged during adaptation) vs MAE direction. The data are shown in Fig. 6.
The main effects of both temporal and spatial frequency were significant with F(1,49) = 27.85, P > 0.001
and F( 1,49) = 8.24, P < 0.05. respectively. When 180”
was subtracted from the plaid direction means, the
overall resulting MAE and plaid direction means were
not significantly different, with F(1,49) = 2.86 and
P = 0.10. None of the interactions was significant.
Discussion

As in Experiment 2, the contribution of the hypothesised blob tracking mechanism to perceived plaid direction and MAE direction can be assessed by the extent to
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FIGURE 6. Polar plot showing judged MAE directions and judged
plaid inducing directions as a function of spatial frequency (1 or
3 c/deg) and temporal frequency (low or high), Experiment 3. The true
direction of the inducing plaid was 270’.

which these perceived directions approach the true plaid
direction (270”) or the opposite direction in the MAE
(90”). In these terms, the blob mechanism contributes
more to perceived direction when the plaid components
have low temporal frequency [Fig. 4(A)] and, of course,
when adaptation is simultaneous rather than alternating
[Fig. 4(B)]. Furthermore, because differences in alternating and simultaneously-induced
MAE directions only
occur with high spatial frequency and low temporal
frequency (Fig. 5), it can be concluded that the blob
mechanism is better stimuiated by high spatial as well as
low temporal frequency. The same effects can be seen in
Fig. 6. The conclusion which can then be drawn from
Experiments 2 and 3 is that optimal blobs are created by
component gratings of high contrast, low temporal
frequency and high spatial frequency. The plaids shown
in Fig. l(B) and (C) show the appearance of Type II
plaids with non-optimal blobs and optimal biobs, respectively.
This conclusion might also explain why Burke and
Wenderoth (1993b) failed to detect any difference between MAE directions induced by simultaneous and
alternating plaid adaptation: they used low frequency
components (0.46”), hence non-optimal blobs, not conducive to producing differences between simultaneous
and alternating MAE directions. It is perhaps premature
to speak of optimal and non-optimal blobs when only
two plaid configurations have been used; but we have
preliminary evidence from varying aperture size and
spatial frequency concomitantly that the main determinant of “optimaiity” is spatial frequency itself, not just
sheer number of blobs (Alais, Wenderoth & Burke.
1994).
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FIGURE 5. Judged MAE direction, showing interactions between the
effects of component grating spatial frequency and simultaneous vs
alternating adaptation (A) and temporal frequency and simultaneous
vs alternating adaptation (B), Experiment 3.

EXPEREMEN’I-

4

The aim of Experiment 4 was to use plaids with both
optimal and non-optimal blobs to test specific predictions which can be made from current theories of the
nature of the blob tracking mechanism. First, Burke and
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Wenderoth (1993b) showed that the difference between
the durations of MAEs induced by alternating and
simultaneous plaid adaptation disappeared when the
adaptation was in one eye and the MAE was tested in
the other eye (interocular transfer, or IOT), whereas
large alternating/simultaneous
differences occurred
when adaptation and testing were in the same eye
(monocular-monocular,
or MON-MON). Since Burke
and Wenderoth (1993b) hypothesised that the alternating/simultaneous difference in MAE duration was entirely due to adaptation of a blob mechanism in the
simultaneous case, the disappearance of the difference
with IOT was taken to show that the blob mechanism is
monocular, consistent with the similar views of Derrington and Badcock (1992). The predictions which we made
were:

62
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SIMULTANEOUS

0 ALTERNATING

52
NON-OPTIMAL

OPTIMAL

PLAID BLOBS

only optimal blob plaids will produce a difference
in MAE direction depending upon whether adaptation is simultaneous or alternating;
if the blob process is monocular, differences between simultaneous and alternating adaptation
should occur only under MON-MON and not
IOT conditions when optimal blob plaids are used;
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optimal blob plaids will be judged drifting closer to
their true drift direction (270”) than will non
optimal blob plaids.

Plaids with optimal and non-optimal blobs were designed based on the results of Experiment 3. The components again drifted in the directions 225” and 240”.
Table 3 gives the specifications of the two plaids. All
aspects of method and procedure were as in earlier
experiments, except that liquid crystal shutters, controllable by a manual switch, were inserted in front of each
eye to control the adaptation/testing
viewing mode
sequence.
Nine subjects from the same population as before were
each tested in a different random order under 8

TABLE 3. Specifications of optimal and non-optimal blob
plaids, Experiment 4
Optimal blob
plaid
Drift direction
Spatial frequency
Temporal frequency
Velocity

Component

1

225”
3 c/deg
1.05 Hz
0.35 deg/sec

Component
240”
3 c/deg
1.29 Hz
0.43 degjsec

Plaid velocity: 0.5 deg/sec; average component
frequency: I. 17 Hz.
Non-optimal
blob plaid
Drift direction
Spatial frequency
Temporal frequency
Velocity

Component
225”
1 c/deg
4.45 Hz
4.45 deg/sec

2

1

temporal

Component

2

240”
1 c/deg
5.46 Hz
5.46 degjsec

Plaid velocity: 6.3 deg/sec; average component
frequency: 4.96 Hz.

temporal

MON-MOM

IOT

ADAPT/TEST

MODE

FIGURE 7. Judged MAE direction, showing interactions between
blob optimality (optimal vs non-optimal) and simultaneous vs alternating adaptation (A) and adapt/test mode (MON-MON vs IOT) and
simultaneous vs alternating adaptation (B), Experiment 4.

conditions: alternating vs simultaneous adaptation x
optimal vs non-optimal blob plaids x MON-MON vs
IOT adaptation and test. As in Experiments 2 and 3,
subjects judged the direction of plaid drift early
in adaptation, as well as judging subsequent MAE
direction,
Results

A three-way analysis of variance on the MAE data
showed that the main effect of alternating/simultaneous
adaptation mode was significant, with F( 1,56) = 5.74
and P -c 0.02. The main effects of blob optimality and
adapt/test mode were not significant, with F < 1.0 in
both cases, and Fig. 7 indicates why this was so: in each
case, there was an interaction which cancelled out in the
main effects.
Figure 7(A) shows, as predicted, that there was a
significant simultaneous/alternating
effect only with the
optimal blob plaid, with the interaction F(l,56) = 10.10
and P < 0.005. Similarly, and also as predicted, Fig. 7(B)
shows that the simultaneous/alternating
difference occurred only with monocular adaptation and testing in
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the same eye, not in the IOT condition. For this
interaction, F(1,56) = 3.94, P = 0.05.
Turning now to the analysis comparing MAE and
adapting plaid direction for the simultaneous adapting
plaids, Fig. 8 shows the overall mean plaid and MAE
directions. Again, after subtracting 180” from the plaid
directions, the MAE and transformed plaid means were
then significantly different in a three way analysis of
variance, F( 1,56) = 32.74 and P < 0.0001, indicating
that, on average, the mean plaid direction in Fig. 8
differed from the mean MAE direction.
The main effect of blob optimality was also significant,
F(l,56) = 49.35 and P < 0.0001 but only one interaction
was significant, that between MAE/plaid direction and
optimal/non-optimal
blobs, where F (1,56) = 26.57 and
P < 0.0001. This indicates that blob optimality affected
perceived plaid direction more than it affected MAE
direction.
Discussion

The three predictions made at the outset of this
experiment were confirmed. First, optimal blob plaids
were judged to drift closer to their true direction than
non-optimal blob plaids (Fig. 8); second, only optimal
blob plaids produced a difference between alternating
and simultaneous adaptation [Fig. 7(A)]; and, third, the
alternating/simultaneous
difference only occurred in the
MON-MON, not the IOT, condition. These results are
thus consistent with the hypothesis that there is a
monocular blob tracking mechanism which can be best
stimulated by blobs of plaids formed from component
gratings of high spatial and low temporal frequency and
high contrast.
There was an additional result, though, which is of
particular interest and that is the finding (Fig. 8) that
whereas the change from non-optimal to optimal blobs
changes the perceived direction of the inducing plaid by
over 19” towards the veridical direction of 270”, optimal
90”

(‘I ~1.

MAE

kk

180”

__--.p
__--*

MON. OPT
BIN. OPT
MON.
BIN,

NON-OPT
NON.OPT

270
FIGURE
9. Judged MAE direction and judged inducing
tion as a function of blob optimality and viewing condition
vs binocular),
Experiment
5.

plaid direc(monocular

blobs hardly affect MAE direction at all, with a change
of under 3” in the direction of 90”. This dissociation
between plaid and MAE direction is discussed in more
detail later.
Finally, the lack of any effect of adapt/test mode (i.e.
MON-MON vs IOT) on perceived plaid direction in the
simultaneous plaid data was not surprising because the
blobs are present in both conditions.
EXPERIMENT

5

If there is a monocular blob mechanism which contributes greatly to perceived plaid direction and somewhat to MAE direction, two further predictions follow.
The direction of both an adapting plaid and its MAE
should be more influenced by the blob drift direction
when both adaptation and testing are monocular
(MON-MON) than when they are binocular (BIN). This
is so because binocular neurones often fail to respond
vigorously to monocular stimulation (see Burke & Wenderoth, 1989) and so will contribute less to MON-NON
stimulation, giving the blob process more weight in the
determination of direction. These two predictions, one
for plaid direction and the other for the MAE, were
tested in Experiment 5.
Method

180”

-

OPTIMAL

NON-OPTIMAL

270”
FIGURE
8. Judged MAE and judged plaid inducing directions as a
function of blob optimality.
Whereas MAE directions differ by less
than 3” when induced
by optimal
and non-optimal
blob plaids,
perceived plaid direction differs by over 19” for plaids with optimal and
non-optimal
blobs. Data from Experiment 4 with true plaid inducing
direction 270’.

Methods and procedures were as before. Monocular
testing was achieved by blanking one of the shutters in
the modified tachistoscope. There were 9 subjects from
the same student population used throughout. Subjects
judged both adapting plaid and MAE direction and all
plaid components were simultaneously presented. We
used optimal and non-optimal blob plaids so that there
were 4 conditions in all: MON-MON/BIN
x Optimal/
non-optimal blobs, and the two dependent variables.
Results

The MAE data were analysed by a two-factor repeated measures design with three planned contrasts. As
Fig. 9 (polar plot) and Fig. 10 (Cartesian plot) illustrate,
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the effect of optimal blobs on MAE direction was resemble those which preferentially activate parvocellusignificant, F(l,24) = 14.67 and P < 0.001, but the lar pathways (Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). The importance of this apparent correspondence remains to be
MON-MON/BIN
effect and the interaction were not,
tested.
with F values < 1.0.
Our experiments also help to resolve what we at first
A three-way analysis of variance of the plaid/MAE
thought was a discrepancy between our data and those
direction comparison data found everything significant
except the three-way interaction. Thus, as Fig. 10 of Ferrera and Wilson (1990). Whereas perceived directional errors of Type II plaids averaged around 7.5” in
suggests, the main effects of plaid/MAE direction,
their experiments, our errors were of the order of
MON-MON/BIN
viewing and optimal/non-optimal
20”40”. However, Ferrera and Wilson used monocular
blobs were all significant with the respective F(l,56)
values 82.23, 7.54 and 120.39 and P values <O.OOOl, viewing, which we now know will increase the relative
co.01 and <O.OOOl. These effects indicate that per- effectiveness of the blob tracking mechanism in determining perceived plaid direction and will thus reduce the
ceived plaid drift direction was closer to 270” than
perceived MAE direction was to 90”, that this effect was misperception of Type II plaids.
Another possible discrepancy was Burke and Wengreater with MON-MON than with BIN viewing, and
deroth’s (1993a) strong evidence for an IOC mechanism
greater with optimal rather than with non-optimal blobs.
determining perceived plaid direction for both Type I
The F (156) values for the plaid/MAE vs optimal/nonoptimal
blob
interaction,
the
plaid/MAE
vs and Type II plaids, in the latter case due to apparent
MON-MON/BIN
viewing interaction and the opti- expansion of the angle between the component
mal/non-optimal
blob vs MON-MON/BIN
viewing grating directions;
and Burke and Wenderoth’s
interaction were 40.0, 5.46 and 4.06, with P values (1993b) evidence for a blob tracking mechanism as a
< 0.000 1, < 0.05 and < 0.05. These interactions indicate
consequence of the disappearance
of alternatingsimultaneous adaptation differences following IOT of
that the difference in perceived direction between
plaids (transformed to plaid direction minus 180”) the MAE. The present experiments show that this
and MAEs is greater with optimal blobs than with evidence for two different mechanisms is not a disnon-optimal blobs; that it is greater with monocular
crepancy: there are two mechanisms. With this in mind,
viewing; and that monocular viewing enhances the it is interesting to note that although the predictions of
differential effects between optimal and non-optimal
Burke and Wenderoth (1993a) worked so well when
blobs.
assuming that the sole mechanism determining perceived
plaid direction was an IOC mechanism, this rested solely
upon their fortuitous choice of plaids with non-optimal
GENERAL DISCUSSION
blobs.
Wenderoth et al. (1988) attempted to explain the
The experiments we have described here provide
difference
between MAEs induced by alternating and
strong evidence that the perception of plaid direction is
simultaneously
presented plaid components with the
mediated in part by a monocular blob tracking mechantheory
that
plaid
MAEs include the contribution of
ism which is optimally stimulated by blobs which are
formed in plaids whose component gratings have extrastriate mechanisms which are adapted by the plaid
high spatial frequency, low temporal frequency and but not by its alternating components. However, when
Burke and Wenderoth (1993b) found that the alternathigh contrast. It may be relevant to understanding
ing/simultaneous difference in MAEs disappeared under
the blob tracking mechanism that these characteristics
IOT conditions, this suggested the opposite: that the
alternating plaids do not fail to adapt an extrastriate,
and hence largely binocular mechanism, but rather they
J, fail to adapt a low-level monocular process which does
MON
BIN
not therefore transfer interocularly. The data reported
here are entirely consistent with that conclusion.
PLAID
.
0
One of the most interesting results we obtained was in
MAE
w
0
Experiment 4 (Fig. 8) where it was found that although
a plaid with optimal blobs was perceived to drift more
veridically by almost 20” compared to a plaid with
non-optimal blobs, the same switch from non-optimal to
optimal blobs changed the perceived MAE direction by
less than 3”. In Experiment 5, too, the difference in MAE
direction in the two blob conditions was under 5”. What
might account for this dissociation between perceived
_
I plaid direction and MAE direction? Although we have
OPTIMAL
NON-OPTIMAL
considered several possible explanations, none can account for all observations so that further experimenPLAID BLOBS
tation is required and it would be premature to elaborate
FIGURE 10. Data of Fig. 9 replotted in Cartesian coordinates.
too extensively on our speculations here.
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However, some possible contributing
factors can be
considered. The marked dissociation
between plaid and
MAE direction
we have found occurs with Type II
plaids whose component
orientations
and drift directions are very similar. Wenderoth
et al. (1988) using
Type I plaids, found that the difference between the
velocities of MAEs induced by simultaneous
or alternating components
was very small when component
directions were similar and much larger as the direction
difference increased. Burke and Wenderoth
(1993b) obtained the same result with MAE duration.
It is thus
possible that large effects of optimal blobs on MAE
direction might also require plaids with very different
component
drift directions.
One reason
could
be
that when the drift directions
of the components
are
similar, their effects summate within a single directioncoding channel so that the relative effectiveness of the
blob mechanism
is reduced considerably.
A second
possibility
implicates the “beats” which were noted in
Fig. l(C) and which have also been termed “texture
boundaries”
(Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992; Wilson &
Mast, 1993). These second order stimuli have been
shown not to induce MAEs on stationary
test patterns
such as those we have used (Derrington
& Badcock,
1985) although
they do produce MAEs on dynamic
displays such as counterphase
gratings (Ledgeway
&
Smith, 1993). Thus, it is possible that these beats, which
would move down to the left in Fig. l(C) thus counteracting any bias towards
the component
directions,
affect perceived plaid direction but not MAE direction.
That is, one plausible
hypothesis
might be that such
second-order
motion mechanisms
might influence perceived plaid direction
but might not be adaptable.
However, there is evidence that texture boundaries,
a
class of subjective contour formed by interdigitated
line
terminators
(Vogels & Orban, 1987), are coded in V2
(von der Heydt & Peterhans,
1989) where most cells are
binocular
(Paradiso,
Shimojo
& Nakayama,
1989).
Such texture boundaries
can be seen along the blob
terminators
in Fig. l(C). A difficulty for this seemingly
plausible
hypothesis,
then, is that we find that plaid
direction is perceived more veridically under monocular
when
binocular
mechanisms
viewing
conditions,
would contribute
less than under binocular
viewing
conditions
(Burke & Wenderoth,
1989). Therefore,
it
seems unlikely that the beats or texture boundaries
do
explain the more veridical plaid perception in our optimal blob conditions,
leaving the hypothesised
monocular blob
tracking
mechanism
as the most
likely
candidate.
The mechanisms
of plaid-induced
MAEs might be
better understood
if one were to examine the effects of
optimal and non-optimal
blobs on MAE velocity and
duration, measures of the MAE which are often treated
as equivalent
but which may not be so (Burke &
Wenderoth,
1993b). If blob optimality
did affect MAE
duration
or velocity then its ineffectiveness
in affecting
MAE direction might be taken to indicate that adaptable
directional mechanisms
in human vision are orientation
selective and high level.
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